Relation Classification aims to classify the semantic relationship between two marked entities in a given sentence. It plays a vital role in a variety of natural language processing applications. Most existing methods focus on exploiting mono-lingual data, e.g., in English, due to the lack of annotated data in other languages. In this paper, we come up with a feature adaptation approach for cross-lingual relation classification, which employs a generative adversarial network (GAN) to transfer feature representations from one language with rich annotated data to another language with scarce annotated data. Such a feature adaptation approach enables feature imitation via the competition between a relation classification network and a rival discriminator. Experimental results on the ACE 2005 multilingual training corpus, treating English as the source language and Chinese the target, demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed approach, yielding an improvement of 5.7% over the state-of-the-art.
Introduction
Relation classification aims to identify the semantic relationship between two nominals labeled in a given sentence. It is critical to many natural language processing (NLP) applications, such as question answering and knowledge base population. For example, the following sentence contains an instance of the Content-Container(e 2 ,e 1 ) relation between two labeled entity mentions "e 1 =cartridge" and "e 2 =ink". An open challenge is how to train a model which is suitable for languages with insufficient available data of relation classification, since manual annotation is time-consuming and human-intensive. This makes it difficult to transferrably use the existing well-trained classification models in other languages.
To tackle this problem, we propose an adversarial feature adaptation approach to transfer latent feature representations from the source language with rich labeled data to the target language with only unlabeled data. Such an approach are both discriminative for relation classification and invariant across languages. This is largely motivated by the adversarial mechanism which has been effectively applied to measure the similarity between distributions in a variety of scenarios, such as domain adaptation (Bousmalis et al., 2016) and multi-modal representation learning (Park and Im, 2016) .
In particular, we build two counterpart networks, using convolutional neural networks (CNNs), for source language and target language, to generate the latent feature representations respectively. Then, we use a rival discriminator to identify the correct source of feature representations. At the training step, the network of the source language is trained to maximize the performance on the annotated dataset, while the network of the target language is trained to imitate the feature representations of the source language by rival confusing the discriminator.
We perform the proposed approach on ACE 2005 multilingual training corpus by regarding English as the richly-labeled language (source) and Chinese as the poorly-labeled language (target). Our approach achieves an F1-score of 70.50% with a significant improvement of 5.7%, compared to the state-of-the-art method.
The main contributions of this study are as follows.
• We present a novel neural feature adaptation framework by leveraging a generative adversarial network to transfer feature representations from a richly-labeled language to a poorly-labeled language.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study on feature adaptation for cross-lingual relation classification.
• Experimental results show that the latent feature representations can be effectively transferred from the source language to the target language. This enables the adaptation of the existing manually annotated resource in one language to a new language.
• In a slightly better scenario that there are a small-scale annotated data available in the target language, our adversarial feature adaptation approach can also be effectively cooperated with the supervised model to further improve the overall performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we overview the related work. In Section 3, we introduce details of the proposed adversarial feature adaptation approach. We show our experimental results and discussions in Section 4. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.
Related Work
In this section, we briefly review the recent progress in cross-lingual relation classification and existing studies on adversarial adaptation.
Cross-lingual Relation Classification
Labeled data on relation classification are not evenly distributed among languages. While there are various of annotated datasets in English, such as the SemEval'10 Task-8 dataset (Hendrickx et al., 2010) and the SemEval'18 task-7 dataset (Gábor et al., 2018) , annotated datasets in other languages are few.
Traditional studies for relation classification usually perform supervised machine learning models trained on mono-lingual labeled datasets, which either rely on a set of linguistic or semantic features (Kambhatla, 2004; Suchanek et al., 2006) , or apply tree kernel-based features to represent the input sentences (Bunescu and Mooney, 2005; Qian et al., 2008) . Recently, deep neural networks (Zeng et al., 2015; dos Santos et al., 2015) and attention mechanism (Wang et al., 2016) show the effectiveness in relation classification. However, the training of neural network relies on large-scale labeled instances. This makes it difficult to re-construct such classification models for the poorly-labeled language.
Most of existing studies have attempted to leverage parallel data or a knowledge-based system to transfer effective information from the richly-labeled language to the poorly-labeled language. Qian et al. (2014) proposed a bilingual active learning paradigm for Chinese and English relation classification with pseudo parallel corpora and entity alignment. Kim et al., (2014) proposed a cross-lingual annotation projection strategy by employing parallel corpora for relation detection. Faruqui and Kumar (2015) also present a cross-lingual annotation projection method by using machine translation results, rather than parallel data. Verga et al. (2016) performs multi-lingual relation classification by a knowledge base. Min et al. (2017) drive a classifier to learn discriminative representations by joint supervision of classification (softmax) loss and ideal representation loss.
Instead of exploiting external resources and manually selecting a closeness metric, we come up with an adversarial mechanism to provide an adaptive metric for feature adaptation from the richly-labeled language to the poorly-labeled language.
Adversarial Adaptation
Recently, the generative adversarial networks (GAN) have become increasingly popular, especially in the area of deep generative unsupervised modeling (Goodfellow et al., 2014; Makhzani et al., 2016) . For adversarial adaptation, Ganin et al. (2017) proposed the domain adversarial neural networks (DANN) to learn discriminative but domain-invariant representations, transferring the information from the source domain to the target domain. Different from their study, our approach aims to find sharable languageindependent latent feature representations for cross-lingual relation classification.
There have been some previous work applying adversarial adaptation technique to NLP tasks, such as that for sentiment analysis (Chen et al., 2016) and parsing (Sato et al., 2017) . These studies learn the domain-invariant or domain-specific features by a shared network. Our work differs from them, since we force a second network with identical structure to learn the latent feature representations from the supervised network. Qin et al. (2017) propose a feature imitation approach. An adversarial mechanism is used between explicit and implicit discourse relation samples. Different from their study, we migrates the feature representations from one language to another (non-parallel). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to employ the adversarial feature adaptation for cross-lingual relation classification.
Adversarial Feature Adaptation for Cross-lingual Relation Classification
The common semantic information between different language motivates our adversarial feature adaptation approach. In this section, let us take a glance at the framework first, and then the relation classification networks (sentence encoders) and the adversarial training procedure. Figure 1 illustrates the schematic overview of the framework which consists of four key components: 1) a Richly-labeled Sentence Encoder (RSE) with English sentences as the inputs, 2) a Poorly-labeled Sentence Encoder (PSE) which takes translated Chinese sentences as the input, 3) a language discriminator D distinguishing between the feature representations from the above two encoders, and 4) a relation classifier C to predict the relation label. In general, a GAN consists of a generative network G and a discriminator D, in which G generates instances by a distribution P G(x) , and D aims to determining whether a instance is from P G(x) or the real data distribution P data(x) . In our approach, the PSE is taken as the generative network which generates the feature representations H p to confuse the discriminator.
In training step, the relation classifier aims to predict the labels, while the language discriminator attempts to distinguish between the feature representations extracted by the two sentence encoders (H p or H r ). In test step, we utilize the PSE to encode the input sentences in target language, and apply the same classifier to predict to relation labels.
Components
As a common neural network model that yields good performance for monolingual relation classification, we employ CNN to transform a sentence with pairs of entity mentions into a distributed representation H. Note that, this plug-in architecture can also be implemented with the other networks, e.g., a long short-term memory network (LSTM) 1 .
Embedding Layer
Following Zeng et al. (2014) 's work, we build an embedding layer to encode words, word positions, and entity types by real-valued vectors.
Given an input sentence S = (w 1 , w 2 , ..., w n ), we first transform every word into a real-valued vector of dimension d w using a word embedding matrix W E ∈ R dw×|V | , where V is the input vocabulary. Since the structures of RSE and PSE are the same, it is necessary if the word representations for both languages have a shared vocabulary. Therefore, bilingual word embeddings (Shi et al., 2015) are employed to map words from different languages into the same feature space.
To capture the informative features of the relationship between words and the entity mentions, we map the relative distances to entity mentions of each word to two real-valued vectors of dimension d p using a position embedding matrix P E ∈ R dp×|D| , where D is the set of relative distances which are mapped to a vector initialized randomly (dos Santos et al., 2015) . For each word, we obtain two position vectors with respect to the two entity mentions.
For each word, we also incorporate its entity type embedding to reflect the relationship between the entity type and the relation type. Each word is mapped to a real-valued vector using embedding matrix ET E ∈ R det×|E| , where E is the set of entity types.
Finally, we represent a input sentence as a vector sequence w={w 1 , w 2 , ..., w n } with the embedding
Convolution Layer
After encoding the input sentence, a convolution layer extracts local features by sliding a window of length w over the sentence and perform a convolution within each sliding window. The output for the ith sliding window is
where w i−w+1:i denotes the concatenation of w word embeddings within the ith window, W c ∈ R dc×(w×d) is the convolution matrix and b ∈ R dc is the bias vector (d c is the dimension of output of the convolution layer).
Max-pooling Layer
We merge all local features via a max-pooling layer and apply a hyperbolic tangent function to obtain a fixed-sized final representations. The ith element of the output vector x ∈ R d c is
Classifier and Discriminator
While the Classifier C is a fully-connected layer followed by a softmax classifier, the Discriminator D is a binary classifier which is implemented as a fully-connected neural network with a sigmoid activation function. Discriminator D takes the feature representations as input, to discriminate whether the feature representation comes from RSE or from PSE.
Adversarial Training
Although the aforementioned architecture could be applied to cross-lingual relation classification by leveraging the RSE module to train on source language and the MT module to translate the instances from Train the discriminator D through Eq. (4) 4:
Train PSE and classifier C through Eq.(7) 5: until convergence the target language to the source language, there is no guarantee that the latent feature representations of the source language exist in the target language, or vice versa. On the other hand, the error propagation of MT module also should be considered. Therefore, we introduce adversarial training into our crosslingual relation classification framework.
Algorithm 1 illustrates the adversarial training procedure. First, we pre-train the RSE and the classifier C by minimizing the relation classification (RC) loss function on source language (step line 1). Then we interleave the optimization of the adversarial loss function and the RC loss function on the target language at each iteration (step line 2-5). Finally, if the discriminator cannot tell the language of a input sentence using the adversarially trained features, then those features from PSE are effectively languageinvariant. Upon successful training, the feature representations (H p ) are thus encouraged to be both discriminative for relation classification and invariant across languages. Referring to the expression of Qin et al. (2017) , the three loss function of our adversarial training are as follows.
RC Loss for Training on Source Language
We denote the parameters of the RSE and classifier C as θ r and θ C , respectively, and the objective can be learned by minimizing the cross-entropy loss as
where E (xe,y)∼data [·] denotes the expectation in terms of the data distribution, J (p, y) = − k (y = k) log p k is the cross-entropy loss between predictive distribution p and ground-truth label y, C(H r (x)) is the final prediction of classifier C when the input is the feature representation of RSE (H r (x)), (x e , y) is the pair of input and output of relation classification model, where x e is an English instance, and y is the relation label.
Adversarial Loss
The adversarial loss L adv is used to train the discriminator D to make a correct estimation that where the feature representation comes from. Formally, the parameters of the discriminator D is denoted as θ D .
The training objective of D is to distinguish the input source of feature representation as far as possible:
where D(H) denotes the output of discriminator D to estimate the probability that H comes from the RSE rather than the PSE, C(H l (x)) is the final prediction of classifier C when the input is the feature representation of PSE (H l (x)), and (x c , y) is the pair of input and output of relation classification model, where x c is a translated Chinese instance.
RC Loss for Training on Target Language
We denote the parameters of the PSE as θ p . The training objective is to minimize the discriminator's chance of correctly telling apart the features:
The parameters of classifier C is denoted as θ C . The training objective of C is to correctly classify relations. The objective can be learned by minimizing the cross-entropy loss:
Finally, we combine the above objectives Eq. (5) and (6) of the relation classifiers, and minimize the joint loss: min
where λ is a balancing parameters calibrating the weights of the classification loss and the featureregulating loss.
Experimentation
In this section, we first describe our datasets, detailed settings, and evaluation metrics used in the experiments. Then we show the effectiveness of our adversarial feature adaptation framework for cross-lingual relation classification. Finally, we further investigate the semi-supervised settings, where a small amount of labeled data of the target language exists.
Experimental Settings
In this paper we regard English as the richly-labeled (source) language and Chinese as the poorly-labeled (target) language. Note that, in fact, our model could generalize to any pair of source and target languages in principle. We conduct our experiments on the commonly used ACE 2005 multilingual training corpus (Walker et al., 2006) 2 dataset. Table 1 shows the detailed descriptions of the datasets. We utilize all of the seven types of labeled relation mentions, and evaluate all of the systems by using the micro-and macro-F1 scores over the six types of relations excluding "Other". The English and Chinese datasets are not translation of each other.
We pre-train bilingual word embeddings by CLSim 3 (Shi et al., 2015) , which provides 50-dimensional embeddings for 800k parallel sentence pairs. We set the dimensions of the position embeddings and the entity type embeddings to 20 and 30, respectively, with random initialization following a continuous uniform distribution. To obtain the translated sentence pairs automatically and easily, we employ the commercial Google Translate engine 4 , which is a highly engineered machine translation system. The mention boundaries and the entity type tags are provided by the ACE 2005 multilingual training corpus.
Hyper-parameter value Window size w 3 Convolutional filters f 100 Batch size B 100 Maximum iteration I 100 Dropout probability p 0.5 All the models are optimized using ADADELTA (Zeiler, 2012) . We pick the parameters showing the best performance on the development set (in Column 4, Table 1 ) via early stopping, and report the scores on the test set (in Column 5, Table 1 ). Table 2 shows the best settings of model parameters in our experiments.
We compare with the following baselines for cross-lingual relation classification.
• CNN-MT-Source All the instances in the English training set (the "Source" Column in Table 1) are translated into Chinese (target language) by Google Translator. A CNN model with the same structure of PSE is trained by leveraging this new translated training data on Chinese.
• CNN-MT-Target Contrary to the CNN-MT-Source, all the instances in the Chinese test set (the "Target-test" Column in Table 1 ) are directly translated into English (source language) by Google Translator. A CNN model with the same structure of RSE is trained by leveraging the English training set.
• BiLSTM-MT-Source and BiLSTM-MT-Target They are similar to the settings of the CNN-MTSource and the CNN-MT-Target, respectively. For further examining the robustness of our adversarial feature adaptation framework, we replace the sentence encoder networks (CNNs) with the BiLSTM networks for both RSE and PSE. The BiLSTM model is proposed by Zhang et al. (2015) , which is one of the state-of-the-art mono-lingual relation classification system. For fair comparison, we only retain the word embeddings, the position embeddings, and the entity type embeddings.
• BI-AL This model is proposed by Qian et al. (2014) , which is a bilingual active learning system for Chinese and English relation classification with pseudo parallel corpora and entity alignment.
Experimental Results
Adversarial Feature Adaptation Table 3 shows a performance comparison of our adversarial feature adaptation models (*-GAN) with baselines. With the CNN-GAN system, we achieve a micro-F1 score of 68.41% and a macro-F1 score Table 4 : Performance of systems on the opposite direction for cross-lingual relation classification, in which Chinese is treated as the source language and English is treated as the target language (contrary to Table 3 ). The partition of English dataset is the same as that in Table 1 (i.e. the training set 70%, the development set 10%, and the test set 20%).
of 70.50%, which outperform the active learning based system (BI-AL) with a relative improvement of about 5%. It indicates that our adversarial feature adaptation framework substantially outperforms the state-of-the-art model for cross-lingual relation classification without any annotated data on the target language. Moreover, we pay more attention to evaluate the proposed adversarial feature adaptation model against bidirectional MT-based baselines, including 1) translate the Chinses text into English, then leveraging the English relation classification model (trained on English dataset) to identify the entity type (CNN-MT-Target and BiLSTM-MT-Target), and 2) translate the English training set into Chinese, then train an Chinese relation classification model to classify the entity types (CNN-MT-Source and BiLSTM-MT-Source). Our approach improves about 2% of macro-F1 score over the machine translation based systems. Besides, the performances of CNN-MT-Source and CNN-MT-Target are comparative, which indicates that the translated direction may be insignificant for cross-lingual relation classification via MT.
We can also see that all of the CNN-based adversarial feature adaptation models achieve better results than the corresponding BiLSTM-based ones within the same settings. The reason might be that the BiL-STM is fitter for encoding order information and long-range context dependency for sequence labeling problem, while the CNN is suited to extracting local and position-invariant features. For relation classification, the essential features are always distributed around the entity mentions, which would be better utilized by CNN 5 .
To validate the language independence of our feature adaptation framework, we also implement our adversarial feature adaptation systems and the MT-based systems in Table 1 on the same corpus from the opposite direction. Specifically, we regard Chinese as the source language and English as the target, then learn the feature representations from the Chinese dataset to predict the relation labels of the English dataset. Table 4 indicates that our approach also outperforms the baselines on learning the feature representations from Chinese to English. Besides, the results further validate the conclusions mentioned above: 1) Our system outperforms the MT-based systems for cross-lingual relation classification, and 2) the CNN-based systems achieve better performances than the BiLSTM-based systems in the same settings.
To further provide an empirical insight into the relationship between 1) the data size of labeled training set for supervised relation classification (the blue curve in Figure 2) , and 2) the data size required by our adversarial feature adaptation system with only unlabeled sentences (the orange dashed curve in Figure  2 ), we simulate a supervised scenario by adding labeled Chinese instances for training a CNN-based relation classification system (CNN-CH in Table 5 ). We start from adding 100 labeled sentences and keep adding 100 sentences each time until 900. As shown in Figure 2 , when adding the same number of labeled sentences, the CNN-CH system can better utilize the extra supervision. The margin is naturally decreasing as more supervision is incorporated, until the training set contains more than 700 instances. It indicates that our adversarial feature adaptation system can achieve comparable performance to the supervised system trained on a small labeled dataset.
Another interesting find is that it seems a very small amount of supervision (e.g., 500 labeled instances) could significantly help the supervised relation classification system. However, it is worth noting that the manual annotation on such amount of dataset is still time-consuming and human-intensive, since the people should annotate not only the entity mentions and their relation, but also the external information such as the lexical or syntactic features if necessary. Figure 3 compares the performances of our CNN-GAN system (the blue curve in Figure 3 ) and a bilingual active learning system BI-AL (Qian et al., 2014) (the orange dashed curve in Figure 3 ) when training with different sizes of labeled data from the source language. As we can see, the margin of our approach is not significant when the size of the source-language instances is relatively small. When using 10% of the training data, our system only declines 6.35% of performance (from 70.50% to 64.15%), while for the bilingual active learning system, the gap widens to 20.91% (from 64.80% to 42.89%). It indicates that our feature adaptation approach can efficiently utilize the translated supervision from the source language.
Semi-supervised Scenario
In this paper, we mainly focus on the the scenario of unsupervised cross-lingual relation classification, i.e., without any labeled dataset. However, for broader comparisons, we also test our framework when a few labeled training instances of the target language are available. Actually, our approach can be easily generalized to a semi-supervised setting. We employ a simple way that directly combine the softmax layers of the CNN-CH system and the CNN-GAN system, to integrate the supervision from target language into relation classification. Table 5 lists the performances of these semi-supervised relation classification systems. We see that our ensemble model (*-CH-EN) which can employ not only the labeled data from the target language but from the source language, slightly improves over the supervised model (*-CH). It indicates that our Table 5 : Performance of the semi-supervised relation classification systems. bilingual-Joint-IRL system: a bilingual approach by joint supervision of classification loss and ideal representation loss (Min et al., 2017) ; *-CH systems: A CNN/BiLSTM with the same architecture of our CNN/BiLSTM feature extractor (trained on 7,556 instances of the CH training set); *-CH-EN systems: a simple ensemble way that directly combine the softmax layers of the CNN-CH system (trained on 3,778 instances of the CH training set) and CNN-GAN system (trained on 3,778 instances of the EN training set).
adversarial model can transfer some useful knowledge and information from the source language to the target language for relation classification, by which both the language-specific and language-invariant features could be learned. Besides, better ensemble methods could be attempted to exploit the information across language for semi-supervised relation classification. In addition, we see that our model has obtained improvement over the previous best-performing system (bilingual-Joint-IRL in Table 5 ) of semi-supervised relation classification.
Conclusion
In this paper we introduce an adversarial feature adaptation approach for cross-lingual relation classification without labeled dataset, which leverages the data on richly-labeled language to help relation classification on the poorly-labeled language. We evaluate our approach on ACE 2005 multilingual training corpus. Experimental results show that this approach can effectively transfer feature representations from a richly-labeled language to another poorly-labeled language, and outperforms several baselines including active learning models and highly competitive MT-based baselines. The code is available at https://github.com/zoubowei/feature_adaptation4RC.
Theoretically speaking, our adversarial feature adaptation approach can be flexibly implemented in the scenario of multiple languages, while this paper focuses on two languages of English and Chinese. Thus in future, we will extend this approach to more languages and explore its significance.
